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1 Abstract

Language is used in communicative contexts to identify and successfully transmit new information that should
be later remembered. In three studies, we used question-answer pairs, a naturalistic device for focusing infor-
mation, to examine how properties of conversations inform later item memory. In Experiment 1, participants
viewed three pictures while listening to a recorded question-answer exchange between two people about the
locations of two of the displayed pictures. In a memory recognition test conducted online a day later, partic-
ipants recognised the names of pictures that served as answers more accurately than the names of pictures
that appeared as questions. This suggests that this type of focus indeed boosts memory. In Experiment 2,
participants listened to the same items embedded in declarative sentences. There was a reduced memory
benefit for the second item, confirming the role of linguistic focus on later memory beyond a simple serial
position effect. In Experiment 3, two participants asked and answered the same questions about objects in
a dialogue. Here, answers continued to receive a memory benefit, and this focus effect was accentuated by
language production such that information-seekers remembered the answers to their questions better than
information-givers remembered the questions they had been asked. Combined, these studies show how peo-
ple’s memory for conversation is modulated by the referential status of the items mentioned and by the speaker
roles of the conversation participants.

2 Introduction

We are exposed to immense amounts of language every day, and for better or worse, we do not retain all of it.

What information we do remember depends on many factors, including how the information is presented and

on our own role in the discourse. Research on information structure shows that when information is presented

as important in a discourse, otherwise known as focused, it tends to be remembered better than when the

same information is presented neutrally or in contrast to focused information (see Birch and Garnsey, 1995;

Cutler and Fodor, 1979; Fraundorf et al., 2010; Johns et al., 2014; Sturt et al., 2004). In the current work, we

investigate how question-answer pairs, a naturalistic manipulation of focus, affect memory for items mentioned

in conversation. We establish how focus affects memory for overheard conversations (Experiments 1 and 2)

and how those patterns are modulated by engaging in the conversation (Experiment 3). This sheds light on

the ways conversation filters what we remember about the world.

Focus has been researched extensively in the past decades and has been associated with a number

of definitions and manipulations. Here, we follow Levelt (1989) and take focus to refer to the most attended

part of a discourse. Focus can be induced in many ways, including by manipulating properties of words

(Halliday, 1967), syntax (Birch and Garnsey, 1995; Birch and Rayner, 1997), or semantic context (Cutler

and Fodor, 1979). Focused information has been associated with advantages in online processing and later

memory. For instance, focused information tends to be processed for longer and in more detail (Benatar

and Clifton, 2014; Birch and Garnsey, 1995; Birch and Rayner, 1997; Osaka et al., 2002; Ward and Sturt,

2007) and is remembered better than information that is neutral or not focused (Birch and Garnsey, 1995;

Cutler and Fodor, 1979; Fraundorf et al., 2010; Johns et al., 2014; Sturt et al., 2004, though c.f. Almor and

Eimas, 2008). These phenomena have been argued to stem from a common cause: focused items are encoded
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more deeply than non-focused items, leading to stronger representations in the discourse model (Foraker and

McElree, 2007). Indeed, Sturt et al. (2004) found that participants were more accurate at detecting changes

in a text when the element that was changed had previously been focused than when it had not. Moreover,

Wang et al. (2011) found larger N400 components, interpreted to reflect depth of processing, for focused items

than non-focused items. Focus has also been associated with visual attention: participants spend more time

reading items that are focused than items that are not focused (Birch and Rayner, 1997; Benatar and Clifton,

2014; Lowder and Gordon, 2015, though c.f. Birch and Rayner, 2010). Together, these findings suggest that

focus causes people to process information more attentively and encode it more deeply, leading to stronger

representations and more consistent knowledge retention.

However, we note that these manipulations of focus might not obtain in conversation. The most

common sentence-level manipulations of focus are clefts and pseudo-clefts (e.g. Almor and Eimas, 2008; Birch

and Garnsey, 1995; Birch and Rayner, 1997; Birch et al., 2000; Birch and Rayner, 2010; Foraker and McElree,

2007; Järvikivi et al., 2014; Morris and Folk, 1998; Lowder and Gordon, 2015; Sanford et al., 2009), which are

exceedingly rare structures and appear in less than 0.1% of English sentences (Roland et al., 2007). In these

structures, syntax guides attention to one element of the sentence, e.g.,“It is the goat that should move next

to the painting” or “What should move next to the painting is the goat”.

A more naturalistic way of inducing focus is the manipulation of the semantic context through ques-

tions. This also has been shown to elicit memory benefits in comprehension studies. Indirect question/answer

pairs like “Everyone wanted to know which item should move. It turns out the goat should move next to the

painting” improve memory for the focused item (Benatar and Clifton, 2014; Cutler and Fodor, 1979; Sauer-

mann et al., 2013; Sturt et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2011; Ward and Sturt, 2007; Yang et al., 2017). Direct

questions also elicit focus effectively (Chomsky, 1971), are very frequent in conversation (Graesser et al., 1994),

and affect memory. Cutler and Fodor (1979) used auditory questions that put either the subject or the object

of the answer in focus. In a four-alternative forced-choice (4AFC) sentence completion task, participants made

fewer errors when the target response had been a focused item than a non-focused item. Yang et al. (2017)

used questions that varied whether focus was placed on a word or not; at the end of a three-sentence-long

narrative, that word acted as the target in a probe recognition task. Responses to those targets were faster

after focusing questions than after non-focusing questions.

However, these previous studies all tested how a preceding question affects memory for different parts of

the answer relative to each other. To understand how these properties impact communication, it is also critical

to know how answers are remembered relative to questions. This is especially important when considering both

sides of a conversation because questions and answers are typically uttered by different people. Understanding

more about how questions and answers are represented therefore gives us insight into the discourse models
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that different interlocutors build for conversation and how this translates to later memory. This is the goal of

the current studies.

Furthermore, an important feature of conversation is that it typically involves participants taking

turns speaking and listening. There is a known benefit on memory for speaking, compared to listening, and

it is plausible that linguistic focus may moderate this speaker benefit. Broadly speaking, the pattern is that

speakers remember what they said better than listeners remember what they heard. This speaker benefit

holds across a variety of stimuli: it has been explored for individual words and pictures (Brown et al., 1995;

McKinley et al., 2017; Yoon et al., 2016), as well as for sentences (Jarvella and Collas, 1974; Miller, 1996) and

the cues used to generate sentences (Fischer et al., 2015). The speaker benefit holds for recall tasks (Miller,

1996) but has been tested more often for recognition memory tasks (Fischer et al., 2015; Jarvella and Collas,

1974; Yoon et al., 2016; McKinley et al., 2017). It is long lasting and can even be found one week after study

(Brown et al., 1995).

The superior memory of speakers compared to listeners has been attributed to two effects associated

with language production. These are the generation and production effects (Bertsch et al., 2007; Dew and

Mulligan, 2008; MacLeod et al., 2010; Ozubko et al., 2014; Slamecka and Graf, 1978). The generation effect

is the finding that coming up with a word provides a memory benefit relative to reading or hearing a word

(Bertsch et al., 2007; Dew and Mulligan, 2008; Slamecka and Graf, 1978). The generation effect has been

attributed to increased item-specific processing (Hunt and McDaniel, 1993) and to the relative distinctiveness

of the resulting memory trace (Gardiner and Hampton, 1988). The production effect refers to the finding that

saying words aloud improves memory relative to saying them silently, i.e., in inner speech (MacLeod et al.,

2010). This effect has also been attributed to distinctiveness: speaking provides additional distinctive sensory

information (Ozubko et al., 2014). Both effects are likely to be in play in typical conversational circumstances

because speaking typically involves both generating and producing utterances, which is why we collapse both

effects under the broader term ‘speaker benefit effect’.

Existing work shows that the speaker benefit effect diminishes or even reverses in more conversational

contexts (Knutsen and Le Bigot, 2014; Hjelmquist, 1984; Stafford and Daly, 1984, though see Miller, 1996). In

one study, Knutsen and Le Bigot (2014) asked participants to come up with a route that crossed certain points

marked on a map. Participants had 20 minutes to complete the task, after which they were instructed to write

down as much of the conversation as they could recall. The authors reported more reuse of self- compared

to other-introduced referents (e.g., landmarks and street names) during the conversation, but no memory

advantage for self- as opposed to other-introduced referents in the memory task. Hjelmquist (1984) gave

participant pairs a topic (e.g., recent political events) and let them talk for seven minutes. When participants

were presented with sentences from this conversation four days later they were equally good at recognising
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their own and their interlocutors’ sentences correctly. Similarly, Stafford and Daly (1984) had participant pairs

get to know each other and then write down as much as they could remember about the conversation. Here,

participants recalled more of the information provided by their interlocutors in the earlier conversation than

the information they had provided about themselves, reversing the typical speaker memory advantage. These

discrepant findings demonstrate the need for carefully controlled studies that directly contrast the size of the

speaker benefit effect in monologue and dialogue contexts.

A variable that might explain differences among studies of the speaker benefit effect is the speaker

role associated with these different situations. This returns to the notion of focus: some speaker roles also

serve to highlight information as important. In most studies investigating the generation or production effects

(Bertsch et al., 2007; Dew and Mulligan, 2008; MacLeod et al., 2010; Ozubko et al., 2014; Slamecka and Graf,

1978), participants speak for the sake of performing an experimental task alone: there is no communicative

intent involved in their speech. In other, more conversational studies, participants’ intention is to communicate

information, like the order of pictures in a grid, or to give instructions (McKinley et al., 2017; Yoon et al.,

2016), which might place emphasis on the speaker-produced information. Finally, in some more naturalistic

studies, participants’ intention is to get information from their interlocutors (Stafford and Daly, 1984), which

might place emphasis on the other-produced information. This means that focus may impact whether a speaker

benefit is observed at all. The current studies have the secondary goal of showing whether the generation and

production effects appear in memory for conversation and whether they are impacted by linguistic focus.

2.1 Current Study

In order to establish the role of linguistic focus in conversations, we began by testing the effect of questions

compared to answers on memory for passive comprehension. This was the goal of Experiment 1, in which

participants heard question-answer pairs uttered by two different speakers like “What should move next to the

painting?” “The goat” and saw pictures of a goat, a painting, and an unrelated item (a doll). We predicted

that the focused items (answers) would be remembered better than neutral items (questions). That is, we we

expected “goat” to be remembered better than “painting” when embedded in a question-answer pair.

In Experiment 2, we used the same paradigm but presented the study materials in simple declarative

sentences like “There is a painting.” “There is a goat.” The goal of the study was to isolate the role of linguistic

focus from any serial position effect, such as effects of recency or primacy. Under the assumption that focus

was an important driver of later memory, we predicted that the memory benefit of the second item (“goat”)

would therefore be smaller than what we observed in Experiment 1.

In Experiment 3, we established how these findings were modulated by individuals’ conversational

roles. That is, we explored how the speaker benefit effect interacted with linguistic focus in conversations,
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disclosing how speaker role impacts memory for conversation. We predicted that focus would attenuate the

speaker benefit effect, so that answers should be remembered well by both speakers and listeners. Experiment

3 also investigated the link between focus and visual attention. Earlier work attributes the beneficial effects of

focus in comprehension (Foraker and McElree, 2007; Benatar and Clifton, 2014) and production (Ganushchak

et al., 2014) to increased attention or processing time (though see Birch and Garnsey, 1995; Ward and Sturt,

2007). Visual attention to referents presented alongside sentences has been used to index the mental processes

behind speaking (Griffin and Bock, 2000; Ganushchak et al., 2014) and listening (Cooper, 1974; Altmann and

Kamide, 1999); see Huettig et al. (2011) for a review. It may be the case that more attention is necessary for

speaking than for listening, given, e.g., the high fixation rates to mentioned items when speaking in Griffin

and Bock (2000) compared to lower rates of fixations to mentioned objects in passive listening in Cooper

(1974; see also Sjerps and Meyer, 2015). Plausibly then, visual attention might support both the focus

effect and the speaker benefit effect. We tested this by examining how visual attention, assessed through

eye movement recording, moderated the relationship between focus and memory. This sheds light on the

underlying mechanisms of each effect.

3 Experiment 1

In this experiment, we established the impact of focus, manipulated via question-answer pairs, on later memory

for overheard conversations.

3.1 Methods

3.1.1 Participants

Forty-eight native Dutch speakers (38 female) aged 18-30 (M = 23) were recruited from the Max Planck

Institute for Psycholinguistics participant database. They received 8 euros for their participation. None

disclosed any speech and language problems and all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

We selected a sample size of 48 participants by running a power analysis in which we simulated data

with effect sizes ranging from 3% to 6% memory improvement. With 128 target items (384 in total, which is

as many as we could find) 42 participants would give us 80% power to detect condition-level differences of 4%

or greater. We tested 48 participants to have a balanced number of participants in each list. Ethical approval

to conduct this study was given by the Ethics Board of the Social Sciences Faculty of the Radboud University.

3.1.2 Materials

All materials for this study can be found at https://osf.io/x45ad/.
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Pictures. In the first phase of the experiment, 384 colour photographs were used as stimuli (triplets

of images per trial). Most (N = 322) were sourced from the BOSS picture database (Brodeur et al., 2010,

2014), but 62 came from other stimulus sets (Moreno-Mart́ınez and Montoro, 2012; Brady et al., 2008, 2013), or

Wikimedia Commons. A full list of the stimuli and their sources can be found in the Supplementary Materials.

All pictures were normed for name agreement, familiarity, visual complexity (measured in JPEG size,

see Machado et al., 2015), log10 frequency, and length (measured in letters). This was done in stages. First,

387 pictures were normed for name agreement by 15 participants recruited from the Max Planck Institute for

Psycholinguistics participant database in an online study. Pictures with less than 83% name agreement were

replaced with pictures from the BOSS database that were previously normed in Dutch (Decuyper et al., 2021).

Familiarity norms for all pictures from the BOSS set were drawn from Brodeur et al. (2010, 2014), and the

remaining pictures were normed for familiarity by eight native Dutch speakers employed at the Max Planck

Institute for Psycholinguistics in a second online study. Estimates of log10 frequency for all items were taken

from the SUBTLEX-NL corpus (Keuleers et al., 2010). These measures were used to split pictures in two

balanced sets A and B using Match (van Casteren and Davis, 2007): name agreement (MA = .93, MB = .93),

familiarity (MA = 4.27, MB = 4.26), visual complexity (MA = 48660, MB = 48310), log10 word frequency

(MA = 2.21, MB = 2.26) and length (MA = 6.72, MB = 6.83). These sets were counterbalanced across lists

such that in two lists, set A was used as targets and set B as foils, and in two lists, set A was used as foils and

set B as targets.

Within sets A and B, three further subgroups were created using Match resulting in subsets A1, A2,

A3, and B1, B2, and B3. These were used to assign pictures to the question, answer, and unmentioned

conditions used in the study phase of the experiment. Subsets A3 and B3 were always used as unmentioned

items and the question and answer conditions were assigned to subsets A1 and A2 or B1 and B2 across four

counterbalanced lists. The three subsets were combined into trials pseudo-randomly with one item from each

such that none of the three pictures were semantically related or started with the same phoneme.

Pictures were presented in 300x300 pixel resolution against a white (RGB: 255,255,255) background.

Study phase. In each trial in the study phase, participants saw three pictures and heard a conversation

snippet between two native Dutch speakers (one female and one male). This is depicted in Figure 1. Speakers

were recorded using Shure SM10A microphones while participating in a version of the experiment in which two

participants asked and answered questions about the position of objects on the screen. The recordings were

then edited to remove static and normalised in volume using Audacity. Silences at the end of the recordings

were removed, and silences at the beginning of recordings that were relatively long or short compared to the

others were shortened or lengthened accordingly such that trials began with 1132 ms silence on average (SD

255).
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Test phase. In the test phase, participants saw the most common Dutch name for each of the 384

pictures. This is depicted in Figure 1. These were presented one at a time centrally on a white background

(RGB: 255,255,255) in Calibri font, size 45.

 

Study Utterances 

Experiment 2 

 

 

There is a painting. 

There is a goat. 

 

Experiment 1   

What should go next to the painting?  

The goat. 1 

or 

 

Experiment 3 

What should go next to the painting? 

The goat. 

 

Cue Screen 
(Experiment 3 Only)  

Study Screen  
(All Experiments)  

Test Materials 

20-30 hours later 

Painting 
Y / N 

Goat 
Y / N 

Doll 
Y / N 

Truck 
Y / N 

Figure 1: Schematic of materials used in Experiment 1, 2, and 3. All participants viewed the same scenes
paired with various utterances. Experiment 1 and 2 used pre-recorded utterances (indicated by headphones)
and Experiment 3 used a pair of participants producing the same utterances, (indicated by microphones),
as cued by numbers presented on an earlier cue screen. All participants were tested on the same materials
later: these were words that were either in the question (blue outline), or answer (red outline), named the
unmentioned object (yellow outline) or named foils that had not been shown in the study phase (green outline).
Headphone and microphone icons come from the Noun Project: https://thenounproject.com/. Photos come
from the BOSS database (Brodeur et al., 2010, 2014).

3.1.3 Procedure

In the study phase, participants were tested one or two at a time in separate soundproof booths in a session that

lasted approximately 25 minutes. First, they completed four practice trials for which they received feedback

and were encouraged to ask questions. Participants then completed 72 experimental trials where no feedback

was provided. All trials started with a fixation cross displayed in the middle of the screen for 500 ms, followed

by a blank screen that appeared for another 500 ms. Then, participants saw the three pictures, each occupying

one of the four corners of the screen with one quadrant left blank. The position of the each item role (question,

answer, unmentioned, empty) was counterbalanced within lists and all combinations of role and location were

used 4 times per list. The trials began with a silent period (duration 565-2448 ms, M= 1132 ms), followed by

the conversation snippet (duration 2460-4052 ms, M= 2981 ms). Participants then pressed on the space bar
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to move to the next trial.

Catch trials were also included to encourage participants to be attentive throughout the experiment.

Two out of the four practice trials and eight out of the 72 experimental trials were catch trials. On these catch

trials, participants were given a comprehension question after pressing the space bar to end the trial. The

question queried the location of one of the item roles (question, answer, unmentioned, empty). Participants

had to answer the question by selecting one of the four corners using the keyboard. On the practice catch

trials, feedback was provided, and on the experimental catch trials, no feedback was provided. Across all

experimental catch trials, each role and each location was queried twice.

The second phase of the experiment was conducted online the following day. Participants were sent

a link to an online Yes/No recognition memory test and were given 8 hours to complete it. The names of all

pictures that were shown the day before were presented, mixed with an equal number of foils. Participants

were instructed to respond with ”Yes” to the names of all pictures seen the previous day, including those that

were unmentioned. There was no time limit for the second session, but it usually lasted 10-15 minutes.

3.1.4 Analysis

Preregistered exclusion criteria included failure to complete the second phase of the experiment or below

chance performance in either phase of the experiment (under 25% of the catch trials in the first phase or under

50% in the memory task for the items in the questions and answers). No participants were excluded by these

criteria.

Analyses were run using the lme4 package (version 1.1-26; Bates et al., 2015) in R (version 4.0.3; R

Core Team, 2019) with the optimiser BOBYQA (Powell, 2009). The dependent variable were the log-odds

of Yes responses in the memory task. The random effects structure included random intercepts for items

and participants, as well as any random slopes licensed for each random intercept. The exact structure was

determined in a data-driven way starting from the maximal model and eliminating the slopes that explained

the least variance if the model did not converge, or slopes that were correlated at a level of .95 or above with

the random intercept. We report the final random effects structure in each model table.

Two preregistered analyses were run. The first aimed to ensure that participants were able to discrim-

inate old from new items and used the target vs. foil contrast as the only fixed effect. This was sum-to-zero

contrast coded with targets coded as 0.5 and foils as -0.5. Next, the primary analysis tested the hypothesis

that answers to questions are remembered better than questions. In this analysis, the answer vs. question

fixed effect was also sum-to-zero contrast coded with answers coded as 0.5 and questions as -0.5. The OSF

preregistration can be found on: https://osf.io/x45ad/registrations.

Data and analyses can be found at: https://osf.io/x45ad/
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3.2 Results

Accuracy in the catch trials at study was high (M = 91%, SD = 14%), meaning that participants were paying

attention during the comprehension task. However, accuracy in the memory task was lower (M = 58%, SD

= 49%). Performance for each item role in the memory task can be seen in Figure 2 (top panel). Participants

were generally conservative: They were very good at correctly rejecting new items (19% false alarm rate), but

they also falsely rejected many of the old items. Despite the relatively low accuracy, the pattern of responses

to each condition follows the predicted pattern: Recognition of old items was best for the answers and worst

for the unmentioned items (Answers: M = 40%, SD = 49%; Questions: M = 34%, SD = 48%; Unmentioned:

M = 30%, SD = 46%).

The first analysis examined whether participants could successfully distinguish old items (targets)

from new ones (foils). The full logistic regression model for the analysis comparing targets and foils can be

seen in Table 1. The random structure included by-participant and by-item intercepts and slopes for the

target vs. foil contrast (maximal model). The negative intercept shows that participants had a large No bias

in this experiment. The positive estimate for the target vs. foil comparison shows that participants responded

positively to targets more often than to foils, i.e. they were able to reliably distinguish old and new items at

test.

The second analysis used only the trials in the memory task in which the items were verbally men-

tioned, as either the question or the answer in the study task. The full logistic regression model for this

analysis is displayed in Table 2. The random structure included by-participant and by-item intercepts and

by-item random slopes for the answer vs. question contrast. Again, the negative intercept shows participants

had a bias towards responding No overall. The positive estimate for the answer vs. question contrast shows

that participants responded with Yes to answers more often than to questions. In other words, participants

were more accurate when recognising items that appeared as answers than items that appeared as questions.

Table 1: Mixed-effects logistic regression testing the effect of Probe, i.e., targets vs. foils., in Experiment 1.
Random Effects

Variance Correlation
Item Intercept 0.12

Target vs. Foil 0.37 -0.48
Participant Intercept 0.94

Target vs. Foil 0.33 0.57

Fixed Effects
Estimate SE Wald z p CI

Intercept -1.31 0.14 -9.12 <.001 [-1.59, -1.02]
Target vs. Foil 1.13 0.10 11.35 <.001 [0.94, 1.34]
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Table 2: Mixed-effects logistic regression testing the effects of Focus (answers vs. questions) in Experiment 1.
Random Effects

Variance Correlation
Item Intercept 0.09

Answer vs. Question 0.07 0.48
Participant Intercept 0.87

Fixed effects
Estimate SE Wald z p CI

Intercept -0.63 0.14 -4.53 <0.001 [-0.91, -0.35]
Answer vs. Question 0.27 0.06 4.51 <0.001 [0.15, 0.39]

3.3 Discussion

In this experiment, we tested whether the answers to questions were remembered better than the questions

themselves. We predicted that memory for answers would be stronger than for questions because answers are

in focus. In line with this prediction, accuracy in the memory task was higher when a word had been used in

an answer compared to when it had appeared in a question.

However, one confound presents itself: Answers by definition appear after the questions that elicit

them. This creates a serial position effect within each dialogue, which could plausibly boost memory for the

more recent item compared to the earlier item within each pair (see e.g. Neath (1993) and Monsell (1978) for

serial position effects in recognition memory). To investigate the role of serial position in the observed memory

boost from Experiment 1, we tested the same materials but presented them in simple declarative sentences

rather than question-answer pairs. If linguistic focus has an effect beyond serial position, we predicted that

Experiment 2 should see a reduced memory benefit for the item mentioned in the second position compared

to Experiment 1.

4 Experiment 2

This experiment serves as a control for Experiment 1, dissociating the roles of focus and serial position in

memory for overheard conversations.

4.1 Methods

4.1.1 Participants

Sixty-five native Dutch speakers (45 female) aged 18 to 33 (M = 24) were recruited from the Max Planck

Institute for Psycholinguistics participant database; note that we extended the age limit slightly from our

original preregistered criterion of age 30 because of recruitment difficulties. These participants received 8 euros
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Figure 2: Yes responses to each item role in the memory task for Experiment 1 (top) and Experiment 2
(bottom). Coloured points represent by-participant means and half-violins are distributions over participants.
Black points are the grand means by condition, with 95% CIs.

for their participation. Three additional native Dutch speakers (3 female) aged 18 to 30 were recruited as

unpaid volunteers from another department of the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics. No participants

disclosed any speech or language problems and all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. Of these 68

participants, four were excluded for completing their memory test more than 48 hours after the study session.

Ethical approval to conduct this study was given by the Ethics Board of the Social Sciences Faculty of the

Radboud University.

We selected a sample size of 64 participants based upon power calculations in which we simulated

data with varied participant and effect sizes and 128 target items. These showed that this sample size would

be sufficient to detect a small simple effect of experiment (a 2% difference in memory for the second object

between Experiment 1 and Experiment 2) in a combined analysis of both experiments.
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4.1.2 Materials

All materials for this study can be found at https://osf.io/x45ad/.

Pictures. The same pictures were used as in Experiment 1.

Study phase. Participants saw the same displays as in Experiment 1 and again heard recorded ut-

terances from the same two native Dutch speakers (one female and one male). As in Experiment 1, these

utterances were described to participants as a conversation about objects on the screen. These were recorded

and edited as described in Experiment 1. In addition, the length of the silent periods at the onset of each trial

and between utterances was matched between experiments. See Figure 1 for a schematic.

Test phase. The test phase was identical to Experiment 1. See Figure 1 for a schematic.

4.1.3 Procedure

The experimental procedure was nearly identical to Experiment 1. There were two differences. The most

important difference was the content of the utterances in the study phase– simple declarative sentences like

“There is a painting”, “There is a goat” rather than question-answer pairs. In addition, the catch trials queried

the location of the item that was mentioned first, second, or unmentioned, or was empty, rather than querying

the location of items in specific conversational roles.

4.1.4 Analysis

As in Experiment 1, no participants were excluded for the preregistered exclusion criterion of below chance

performance on catch trials. Our second preregistered exclusion criterion was for below chance performance

in the memory task. However, we noted that overall memory performance was fairly poor in this experiment:

the average memory performance was only 56% (range: 48% to 61%). We therefore opted to include all

participants in our analyses.

Two preregistered analyses and one exploratory analysis were run. The first compared the data from

Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 using a generalised linear mixed model on the log-odds of Yes responses in

the memory task. In this analysis, item position was sum-to-zero contrast coded (first position: -0.5, second

position: 0.5) and experiment was dummy coded, with Experiment 1 as the baseline. This allows us to test

for the simple effects of item position within Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. We made this choice because

power simulations showed that this contrast coding was more suitable to observe the critical interaction of item

mention with sufficient power at the chosen sample size of 65 participants. Random effects were determined

as described in Experiment 1. We deemed that frequentist techniques were appropriate for this analysis (and

the other analyses in the paper) because the research question was focused on significance testing.
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The second analysis examined only the Experiment 2 data in a Bayesian logistic mixed effects regres-

sion with a weakly informative Cauchy prior (0, 2.5) on the effect of item position. This allowed us to estimate

the mode of the posterior distribution in each condition, disclosing the likely effect size of first versus second

mention of items. We deemed that Bayesian techniques were appropriate for this analysis because the research

question was focused on directly comparing two effect sizes. These analyses were performed using the brms

package, version 2.16.1 (Bürkner, 2017). The final model used four chains with 8000 iterations each and the

first 4000 iterations of each chain were discarded as a burn-in period; all parameters in this model attained an

R-hat of 1.00 and no chain was divergent via visual inspection.

A third exploratory analysis, suggested by a reviewer, examined serial position effects in Experiment

1 and Experiment 2 in terms of trial order at study. While Experiment 1’s results might be consistent with

recency effects within each dialogue, primacy effects are more often observed in other literature using similar

paradigms (Benjamin et al., 1998; Postman and Phillips, 1965). To examine whether the two experiments

showed any reliable evidence for primacy or recency effects at study, we assessed whether adding trial order

(centered) as linear and quadratic terms, either as main effects or in interaction with the other predictors,

disclosed any reliable effects when added to the first preregistered analysis. The other predictors (item position

and experiment) and random effects were as described for the first analysis.

The preregistration of this experiment appears at https://osf.io/mexwk/, while data and analyses

can be found at: https://osf.io/x45ad/

4.2 Results

Accuracy in the catch trials at study was again high (M = 93%, SD = 10%) and quite comparable to

Experiment 1, showing that participants paid sufficient attention during the comprehension task. While

overall accuracy was slightly lower than in Experiment 1, the relative pattern of performance across conditions

was similar (Position 2: M = 36%, SD = 48%; Position 1: M = 34%, SD = 47%; Unmentioned: M = 26%,

SD = 44%). This is shown in Figure 2 (bottom panel). Participants were again generally conservative, which

led them to successfully reject foils (again a 19% false alarm rate), and to incorrectly reject many of the items

shown at study. Recognition of old items was again best for the items mentioned second and worst for the

unmentioned items.

The first analysis, combining Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 together, appears in Table 3. This

analysis included by-participant and by-item random intercepts and by-item random slopes for the first vs.

second mention contrast. Replicating what we found in Experiment 1, the negative intercept shows participants

had a bias towards responding No in Experiment 1. Importantly, this analysis also showed a reliable interaction

of item position and experiment: the second-position item was remembered better in Experiment 1 than in
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Experiment 2 (40% versus 36%), while the first-position item was remembered equally well in both experiments

(34%). This interaction was further supported by a simple effect of item mention in the baseline condition,

Experiment 1. This reliable difference confirms that linguistic focus has a reliable effect on memory beyond

what would be expected from recency alone. A visualisation of the Experiment 2 results appears in the bottom

panel of Figure 2: note that the peak of the second-position item (in red) is shifted downward in Experiment

2 compared to Experiment 1.

The second analysis, examining effects in Experiment 2 alone, appears in Table 4 and included by-

participant and by-item random intercepts and random slopes for the first vs. second mention contrast. The

95% credible interval (CrI) for the effect of item position was relatively wide and included zero, consistent with

the weak effect of this factor in the frequentist analysis, and the posterior estimate was 0.11. This suggests that

most of the effect observed in Experiment 1 (with an estimate of 0.27 for the effect of questions vs. answers)

was indeed due to linguistic focus.

Table 3: Mixed-effects logistic regression testing the effect of Item Position, i.e., first versus second, by Exper-
iment. Note that Experiment 1 Performance is mapped to the intercept term because of the contrast coding.

Random Effects
Variance Correlation

Item Intercept 0.15
First vs Second Mention 0.02 0.35

Participant Intercept 0.67

Fixed effects
Estimate SE Wald z p CI

Experiment 1 Performance (intercept) -0.63 0.12 -5.09 <0.001 [-0.88, -0.39]
First vs. Second Mention (in Exp 1) 0.28 0.06 4.77 <0.001 [0.16, 0.39]
Experiment 2 Performance -0.11 0.16 -0.67 0.50 [-0.42, 0.21]
First vs. Second Mention (in Exp 2 vs. Exp 1) -0.18 0.08 -2.40 <0.005 [-0.33, -0.03]

A third exploratory analysis examined the effect of trial order at study as a measure of serial position

effects. In this analysis, there were several significant effects involving the linear trial order effect (associated

with increases or decreases in performance from beginning to end of experiment), and no effects involving

the quadratic trial order effect (associated with an increasing, then decreasing, or decreasing, then increasing

pattern). First, there was a significant interaction between item position and the linear trial order effect

(β = 17.81, SE = 4.79, z = 3.72, p <0.001). This showed that in Experiment 1 (the baseline condition),

there was a decline in memory performance across trials for first-mentioned objects but not second-mentioned

objects. Next, there was a significant interaction between experiment and the linear trial order effect (β =

9.34, SE = 4.11, z = 2.27, p <0.05). This showed that in Experiment 2, there was a steeper decline in

memory performance across trials than in Experiment 1. Finally, there was a significant interaction between

item position, experiment, and the linear trial order effect (β = -20.26, SE = 5.67, z = -3.57, p <0.01).
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Table 4: Bayesian mixed-effects logistic regression testing the effect of Item Position, i.e., first versus second,
in Experiment 2

Group-Level Effects
Estimate SE CrI Bulk ESS Tail ESS

Item Intercept 0.43 0.04 [0.36, 0.50] 7816 11217
First vs. Second Mention 0.14 0.10 [0.01, 0.36] 4313 7155
Correlation 0.16 0.46 [-0.84, 0.93] 18906 9373

Participant Intercept 0.75 0.08 [0.61, 0.91] 4808 9108
First vs. Second Mention 0.13 0.08 [0.01, 0.29] 5792 7102
Correlation -0.45 0.40 [-0.98, 0.58] 17643 10206

Population-Level Effects
Estimate SE CrI Bulk ESS Tail ESS

Intercept -0.74 0.10 [-0.94, -0.54] 3224 5537
First vs. Second Mention 0.11 0.06 [0.00, 0.22] 21733 12051

This showed that in Experiment 2, the decline in memory performance across trials appeared for items in

both positions. These results therefore suggest there is stronger evidence for primacy than recency effects in

the present data as a whole. Recency contributes relatively little to the memory benefit for the second item

observed in Experiment 1, and memory performance decreases as trial order increases, especially without the

protective effects of focus.

4.3 Discussion

Experiment 2 replaced the question-answer pairs used in Experiment 1 with pairs of simple declarative sen-

tences. As confirmed by frequentist and Bayesian statistics, this reduced the memory advantage for the second

item. These data allow us to rule out a simple item order effect as an explanation for Experiment 1’s results:

focus has an effect on memory that is not isolable to serial position within the conversational snippet.

Experiment 3

In the final experiment, we extended Experiment 1 to an interactive context where two speakers participated in

a conversation rather than just observing it. Our primary aim was to establish the extent to which linguistic

focus interacts with the speaker benefit in memory for conversations, shedding light on earlier conflicting

evidence regarding what speakers and listeners remember from conversations. These pre-registered analyses

complement the questions asked in Experiment 1. We also explored the link between focus, visual attention,

and memory. In a set of exploratory analyses, we examined patterns of object inspection in the study phase

of the experiment and tested whether gaze durations at study were a reliable predictor of memory accuracy
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at test.

Methods

Participants

A total of 110 participants were recruited in pairs. Of these, 103 were recruited from the Max Planck Institute

for Psycholinguistics participant database. The first 32 participants were compensated 10 euros for their

participation, and the remaining 71 were compensated 15 euros due to a change in participant payment policy

associated with the COVID-19 pandemic. Seven additional participants were recruited as unpaid volunteers

from other departments of the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics. All participants (89 female) were

18-39 years old (M = 23) and were native Dutch speakers with no reported speech or language problems and

with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. This extends the age limits reported in our preregistration; as in

Experiment 2, we did this due to recruitment issues.

Of the 110 participants, 14 were excluded for the following reasons: Two participants (in two different

pairs) did not perform the task correctly and they and their partners were therefore excluded, two participants

(one pair) had a computer crash, five participants (in five different pairs) completed the memory test more

than 48 hours after the study phase, two participants (in different pairs) responded over 90% of the time with

a single response (either yes or no), and one participant had less than chance accuracy 1. This left a total of 96

participants contributing data to the experiment. This was our target sample size, determined by running a

power analysis in which we simulated data using an effect size of approximately 20% for the combined effect of

production and generation and of 6% for the effect of focus, following Experiment 1. With those parameters,

we would have 80% power to observe a significant interaction showing that information-seekers remember

answers better than information-givers remember questions.

Ethical approval to conduct this study was given by the Ethics Board of the Social Sciences Faculty

of the Radboud University.

Materials

Materials can be found at https://osf.io/y7seu/.

Pictures. The same pictures were used as in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2.

Study phase. Participants were cued to produce question-answer pairs that were similar to those used

in Experiment 1.

Test phase. The test phase was identical to Experiment 1 and Experiment 2.

1The 90% single response criterion was determined after pre-registration, as we noticed that some online participants in other
studies in our group were not providing useful data but seemed to just be clicking through the experiment.
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Procedure

The study phase was conducted in an experiment room at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics.

Participants were seated side by side, each 55 cm in front of their own monitor (1920 x 1080 resolution) and

separated by a cubicle divider. They were able to hear but not see each other. The experiment was controlled

using Presentation (version 18.3; Neurobehavioral Systems, Berkeley, CA, USA). Vocal responses from both

participants were recorded using a directional head-mounted microphone. Eye data were collected using an

EyeLink 1000 Plus (SR Research Ltd., Osgoode, Canada) eye-tracker.

At the beginning of the session, participants gave informed consent and then completed random-

order 9-point calibration and validation routines. They then completed eight practice trials followed by 64

experimental trials. Participants received feedback during the practice trials, which were otherwise identical

to the experimental trials. Participants had the option of a short break after 32 experimental trials.

The trial structure guided participants to produce utterances like those presented in Experiment 1.

As shown in Figure 1, each trial started with an instruction screen, which consisted of a blue “1” for the

information-seeker and a red “2” for the information-giver. These varied across trials, so that each participant

was the information-seeker on 32 trials, and the information-giver on 32 trials. The position in which those

numbers appeared signalled what items speakers should use in their utterances: each participant needed to

use the name of the picture in their location. After 2500 ms, the instruction screen was replaced by the

experimental screen, consisting of three images and an empty quadrant. This screen was identical for both

speakers. The information-seeker had to formulate a question about a new object moving into the blank space

in relation to the known object, eliciting utterances like, ”What should move next to the painting?”. The

information-giver would then give the answer, which was their object (“The goat”). Finally, both participants

pressed the space bar. The following trial started when the experimenter pressed a button on a button box.

This was done to avoid the two systems going out of synchronisation. Trial order was randomised, with a

unique random trial list presented to each pair of participants.

The test phase of the experiment was conducted online the following day, and followed the same

procedure outlined in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2.

Analysis

The dependent variable in all analyses was memory performance (“Yes”: 1; “No”: 0). Memory performance

was analysed using logistic mixed-effects regression models run in R (version 3.6.1; R Core Team, 2019) and

implemented in the lme4 package (version 1.1-21; Bates et al., 2015) using the optimiser BOBYQA (Powell,

2009). There were two confirmatory analyses and one exploratory analysis, which were preregistered on the

Open Science Framework (https://osf.io/y7seu/registrations), as well as a second exploratory analysis added
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after data collection.

Predictors in the main confirmatory analysis were the participant’s speaker role (information-seeker

vs. information-giver) and item condition (self-produced, other-produced, unmentioned). The speaker role

predictor assessed the effect of the communicative role assigned to the participant in a particular trial (to gain

or to give information), and the item predictor tested the effects of speaker benefit (self- vs. other-produced)

and of item mention (mentioned vs. unmentioned). Examining the effect of speaker role, instead of the effect

of question versus answer, makes the two factors fully independent because the simple effect of speaker role

in the other-produced condition is equivalent to the question versus answer comparison made in Experiment

1. This analysis was run on the targets only, as foils did not belong to any of these conditions. A separate

confirmatory analysis examined the effect of probe type (target vs. foil) to ensure that participants were able

to distinguish between old and new items.

An additional exploratory analysis was run on all targets to assess the influence of visual attention, as

measured by gaze duration, on memory. This analysis used all the predictors from the main analysis plus the

continuous predictor gaze duration, which was operationalized as the total amount of looking time to a 400 x

400 pixel region surrounding the object photo during the time interval that it appeared on the screen (from

the onset of the study screen to the offset of the trial). Data were excluded for 2 participants who could not

be successfully calibrated.

Trials were excluded from all analyses when a picture was named incorrectly by either participant in

the pair. In the cases when the incorrect name appeared elsewhere in the experiment, both instances of the

word were excluded. This led to the exclusion of 607 trials (out of 6144; 9.9% of the data). An additional

466 trials were excluded from the eye-tracking analyses because no fixations were registered to the object

interest areas during the trial; we attribute these to fixation drift during the trial and to occasional participant

inattentiveness.

Data and analyses can be found at: https://osf.io/y7seu/.

Results

Memory performance overall was 64% (SD : 48%). Consistent with Experiment 1 and Experiment 2, answers

were remembered better than questions, which were in turn remembered better than unmentioned items. More

specifically, words that appeared as answers were recognised correctly 59% (SD : 49%) of the time, words that

appeared as questions 49% (SD : 50%) of the time, and words that appeared as unmentioned items 24% (SD :

40%) of the time. A visualisation of the results can be seen in Figure 3.

The first confirmatory analysis tested the effect of probe type (deviation contrast coded as targets

= 0.5, foils = -0.5) to ensure that participants could distinguish between old and new items. The random
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Figure 3: Hit rates in the Experiment 3 memory task to each Item Role split by Speaker Role. The information-
seeker (in the left panel), asks questions. They remember the self-produced item in the question better than
the answer. The information giver (in the right panel) provides answers. They remember the self-produced
item in the answer better than the question. That is, both speakers benefit from the generation effect and
the production effect. However, the difference in hit rates for the self- and other-produced items is smaller in
the case of the information-seeker, because focus makes the answer more memorable. The violins are coloured
to represent the role of the item in the trial (as answer, question, or unmentioned). Each coloured point
represents a participant’s mean hit rate for that condition. The black points represent the overall mean hit
rate for that condition. The bars around the black point represent the normalised within-participant 95%
confidence interval.

structure included by-participant and by-item intercepts and by-participant and by-item slopes for the targets

vs. foils contrast. The results of this analysis can be seen in Table 5. The negative intercept suggests that

participants had a negative response bias: as in the first two experiments, participants were overall more likely

to respond “No” than “Yes”. The positive estimate for the targets vs. foils contrast suggests that participants

were more likely to respond with “Yes” to targets than to foils: they were reliably able to distinguish between

old and new items.

The second confirmatory analysis tested how speaker role and item condition affected memory for

conversations. Speaker role was deviation contrast-coded (information-seeker = 0.5, information-giver = -0.5).

Item condition was Helmert contrast-coded and split into two contrasts: one testing the effect of having been

mentioned (by self and by other = 0.25, by no one = -0.5) and one testing production (by self = -0.5, by

other = 0.5). The random structure for this model included by-participant and by-item intercepts, random

slopes by participant for speaker role and item condition, and random slopes by item for item condition. A
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Table 5: Mixed-effects logistic regression testing the effect of Probe (targets vs. foils) in Experiment 3
Random effects

Variance Correlation
Participant Intercept 0.43

Targets vs. Foils 0.23 -0.35
Item Intercept 0.10

Targets vs. Foils 0.25 -0.26
Fixed effects

Estimate SE Wald z p CI
Intercept -0.96 0.07 -13.63 <0.001 -1.10, -0.82
Targets vs. Foils 1.37 0.06 22.23 <0.001 1.25, 1.49

visualisation of the underlying data can be seen in Figure 3.

Broadly speaking, self-produced items were remembered best, and the effect of focus modulated this

pattern so that answers were remembered better than questions when produced by another speaker. This is

shown statistically in Table 6, which we now unpack. The negative intercept indicates a slight “No” response

bias, which is consistent with the fact that the unmentioned items, included in this analysis, were associated

with very low recognition rates. The non-significant effect of speaker role shows that there was no reliable

difference between information-seekers and information-givers in how well the three objects were remembered

overall (‘Yes’ rates of 44% for the information-seekers, and 43% for the information-givers). The positive

estimate for the mention contrast shows that the mentioned items, regardless of who they were mentioned

by, were remembered reliably better than the unmentioned items (the orange distributions in each panel in

Figure 3). The negative estimate for the production contrast shows that participants were better at recognising

items they named themselves, regardless of whether they were questions or answers (the left-most distribution

in each panel in Figure 3). This is evidence for the speaker benefit effect. The non-significant interaction

between speaker role and mention shows that there was no reliable difference in how well unmentioned items

were remembered by information-seekers as opposed to information-givers: the memory benefit of seeking

information is restricted to items in focus. Finally, the key interaction between speaker role and production

was significant. This shows that there is a difference between how well other-produced words are remembered

by information-seekers and information-givers. Information-seekers (who asked the questions) remembered

the answers better than information-givers (who gave the answers) remembered the questions. This provides

evidence for focus modulating the speaker benefit effect.

A further exploratory analysis examined the relationship between visual attention at study and mem-

ory performance at test. We begin by describing the qualitative pattern of visual attention at study. Partici-

pants tended to first look at their own object (doing so on 96% of trials) and then look at the other-mentioned

object once it became conversationally relevant (doing so on 85% of trials). The average first fixation to the
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Table 6: Mixed-effects logistic regression testing the effect of Speaker Role, i.e., information-seeker vs.
information-giver and Item condition. The Item condition predictor was split into Mention (mentioned vs.
unmentioned) and Production (self-produced vs. other-produced).

Random effects
Variance Correlation

Participant Intercept 0.57
Speaker Role 0.02 -0.15

Mention 0.55 0.03 -0.06 -
Production 0.46 0.02 0.34 -0.88

Item Intercept 0.2
Mention 0.48 0.43

Production 0.16 -0.14 -0.70
Fixed effects

Estimate SE Wald z p CI
Intercept -0.31 0.08 -3.69 <0.001 -0.47, -0.14
Speaker Role 0.06 0.04 1.51 0.13 -0.02, 0.14
Mention 2.09 0.10 20.41 <0.001 1.87, 2.29
Production -1.49 0.09 -15.69 <0.001 -1.65, -1.32
Spk. Role:Mention -0.17 0.11 -1.59 0.11 -0.38, 0.04
Spk. Role:Production 1.05 0.09 11.74 <0.001 0.87, 1.22

participant’s own object within the trial period occurred at 403 ms (410 ms for information-givers and 395 ms

for information-seekers); however, note that the paradigm directed participants’ attention to their own object

before the measurement period started, meaning that these are likely to reflect the onset of a second distinct

fixation to the same interest area. For information-givers, the average first fixation to the question interest

area was at 2232 ms, and for information-seekers, the average first fixation to the answer interest area was

at 3166 ms. Participants fixated the unmentioned object on 74% of trials, and the average first fixation time

to this region was 1757 ms for information-givers and 2972 ms for information-seekers. Participants made a

median of 4 fixations to each of the answer and the question interest areas, and a median of one fixation to

the unmentioned object interest area.
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Figure 4: Proportion of fixations in Experiment 3 to each object interest area out of fixations to all three
objects across time in each Item Condition split by Speaker Role. Points are calculated as average across
successive 100 ms time intervals with 95% confidence interval for each point. The top row is time-locked so
that zero reflects the question noun onset, while the bottom row is time-locked so that zero reflects the answer
noun onset.
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We calculated gaze durations by summing the total duration of all fixations to an interest area on trials

where at least one fixation was registered to any interest area. On average, participants spent 1850 ms looking

at the question object, 2055 ms looking at the answer object, and 650 ms looking at the unmentioned object.

Since trials were on average 5054 ms long, this means that about 90% of the trial period was typically spent

looking at the objects on the screen. Overall gaze durations also differed slightly by subject role: information-

seekers tended to spend slightly less total time looking at the three relevant objects than the information-givers

did (1525 ms vs 1635 ms total).

Fixations also followed an orderly relationship with the timing of speaking and listening. We quantified

this by calculating the proportion of time within successive 100 ms time windows that participants spent

fixating each interest area. We identified the peak of fixations to objects by finding the 100 ms time window

where there was the highest proportion of fixations to each object for each subject role, as portrayed in Figure

4. For the information-seeker, the peak of fixations to the question object was 1400 ms before production

of the question noun, while for the information-giver, it was 100 ms after production of the question noun.

For the information-giver, the peak of fixations to the answer object was 300 ms before production of the

answer noun, while for the information-seeker, it was 600 ms after the production of the answer noun. These

patterns are roughly comparable to earlier work using visual-world eye-tracking in language production and

comprehension: attention is fixated to objects in preparation for speaking (Griffin and Bock, 2000) and in

response to listening (Spivey et al., 2002), and it takes more time to prepare for speaking than to respond in

listening (Sjerps and Meyer, 2015). Finally, attention to the unmentioned object follows a similar trajectory to

the other-mentioned object for each participant. For the information-seeker, the unmentioned object is fixated

most often in a similar time window as the answer object. For the information-giver, the unmentioned object

is fixated most often in a similar time window as the question object. This suggests that the unmentioned

object is considered to be a competitor for the other-mentioned object by both participants.

Combined, the first fixation onset time, gaze duration, and fixation pattern measures suggest that

despite the relatively long total gaze durations in the experiment, the eye-movement data changes appropriately

by condition and follows expected and systematic patterns across time. This provides support for the premise

that gaze duration indexes the visual attention required for speaking and listening and suggests that it can

serve as a suitable moderator variable for the relationship between memory and focus.

The relationship between visual attention and memory was quantitatively explored in two further

models that included the total gaze durations spent on objects through the whole trial as a covariate. A

visualization of these data appears in Figure 5. One of these models included gaze duration as a main effect

only, and the other allowed it to interact with all other predictors. In both models, gaze duration was centred

and scaled and the rest of the predictors were contrast-coded as described previously. The best-performing
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model was the one in which gaze duration was allowed to interact with the other predictors. In this model,

gaze duration had a main effect on memory, such that more visual attention to objects overall was associated

with better memory performance (β = 0.58, SE = 0.07, z = 8.21, 95% CIs [0.44, 0.72], p <0.001). Importantly,

gaze duration interacted reliably with the speaker benefit effect (β = 0.28, SE = 0.10, z = 2.92, 95% CIs [0.09,

0.47], p <0.05), such that other-produced items (for the information-seeker= the answer; for the information-

giver= the question) with short gaze durations were remembered less often than self-produced items with

short gaze durations (for gaze durations under 500 msec, other-produced = 35% and self-produced = 63%).

This meant that the speaker benefit effect was largest for objects with small gaze durations. In addition to

these two significant effects, the effect of speaker role also became reliable in this model (β = 0.20, SE = 0.07,

z = 2.90, 95% CIs [0.06, 0.33], p <0.05). This means that at the average object gaze duration (1577 msec),

information-seekers tended to remember the three objects on their screen better than information-givers did.

Finally, the intercept in this new model was no longer significant, indicating that at the average object gaze

duration, objects received even odds of ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ responses (β = -0.08, SE = 0.09, z = -0.85, 95% CIs

[-0.25, 0.10], p = 0.39).

No other effects differed between this model and the model presented in Table 6. Most importantly,

the main effect of production was still reliable in this model, as was the interaction between speaker role

and production. This shows that the focus effects observed in this experiment are partly supported by visual

attention, but that they remain present even when visual attention is accounted for.

Discussion

In this experiment, we investigated how speaker roles interacted with the speaker benefit effect in order to shed

light on how focus affects memory in naturalistic conversations. We had participants take turns producing

utterances about objects that were similar to those used in Experiment 1, and then as in Experiment 1 and

Experiment 2, we tested their memory for the names of those objects. The memory benefit for answers

compared to questions was reliably modulated by the speaker benefit effect: individuals remembered the self-

produced item better than the other-produced item, but information-seekers remembered the other-produced

answers better than information-givers remembered the other-produced questions.

The overall benefit for self-produced speech over other-produced speech is consistent with earlier work

on the generation effect and the production effect in one-participant production studies (Bertsch et al., 2007;

Dew and Mulligan, 2008; Slamecka and Graf, 1978; MacLeod et al., 2010; Ozubko et al., 2014), and in recent

studies of dialogue (e.g., Fischer et al., 2015; McKinley et al., 2017; Yoon et al., 2016). Overall, we showed

that the speaker benefit effect remained remain large even in a conversational context, though the benefit

for self-produced over other-produced speech was reliably reduced for items in focus. This suggests that it is
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Figure 5: Hit rates in the Experiment 3 memory task to each Item condition split by Speaker Role and total
Gaze Duration to the object during the study phase of the experiment. The information-seeker (in the left
panel) asks questions and the information giver (in the right panel) provides answers. Each coloured point
represents the average hit rate for all trials with the same gaze duration, binned to the nearest 100 msec. The
coloured lines reflect the best-fitting regression line for each item role, within each speaker role condition. For
low values of gaze duration (left side of each panel), note that the other-produced item (information-seeker
= answers, information-giver = questions) has a lower hit rate than the self-produced item, while for higher
values of gaze duration, the hit rates become more equivalent.

important to consider interactions between predictors when generalizing to more naturalistic contexts.

Following the premise that questions put answers in focus, we explored the possibility that alternative

answers (unmentioned items) would be remembered better by information-seekers than by information-givers.

This was not the case. One possible explanation is that information-seekers did not deeply consider the

unmentioned items as alternatives: they may have waited until they heard the referent, rather than trying

to predict upcoming information. Inspection of the eye-tracking data suggests against this possibility though

because for information-seekers, equal amounts of visual attention were directed to the answer and to the

unmentioned item in the early portion of the trial (see Figure 4). It is therefore more likely that both speaker

roles de-emphasize the unmentioned item in memory.

We also explored the notion that visual attention directly supports both the speaker benefit effect

and the focus effect. Answer objects were given more attention on average than question objects, and visual

attention, indexed by gaze duration, was a reliable predictor of recognition memory and was particularly

important in predicting memory for other-produced items. This shows how increased visual attention can
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overcome some of the memory issues associated with listening, compared to speaking, but that increased

attention does not improve memory when the speaker benefit effect is already in play. The implication is

that speaking and visual attention both improve memory for overlapping but non-identical reasons. Visual

attention also moderates the overall speaker role effect, so that when controlling for gaze duration, there was

a memory benefit for information-seekers compared to information-givers. This suggests that visual attention

is allocated by individuals based upon their speaker role, but that linguistic focus is distinct from visual

attention. Combined, these findings show a rich and complex link between intention, attention, and the focus

structure of a discourse.

5 General Discussion

Linguistic focus serves to draw a listener’s attention to important elements of dialogues. In three experiments,

we examined whether linguistic focus therefore created a memory benefit for nouns that served as answers

compared to nouns in the questions that elicited them. Supporting our hypotheses, Experiment 1 showed a

memory benefit for words appearing in short overheard dialogues that were used as answers compared to those

used as questions. Experiment 2, where the same nouns were presented in two declarative sentences rather

than in question-answer pairs, showed a significantly reduced memory benefit for the second-mentioned word

when it appeared in a declarative sentence compared to in an answer, confirming the importance of linguistic

focus in the results of Experiment 1. Experiment 3 examined the memory outcomes for words appearing

in question-answer pairs produced in short conversations between two participants. Here, the goal was to

show the interplay between focus and the general memory benefit for speaking over listening. Words used as

answers again tended to be remembered better than those used as questions; this was evidenced by a larger

difference between self-produced and other-produced items for people giving information than those seeking

it. Combined, these findings show an important role for linguistic focus in individuals’ resulting memory for

language.

The clear and consistent advantage for answers compared to questions (Experiment 1 and 3) and

compared to second items that were not in focus (Experiment 2) is important for the study of the memory

representations that are developed during communication. This finding shows the consequences of linguistic

focus: focus draws an interlocutor’s attention to the items considered important, which then leads to memory

benefits later on. These results are consistent with earlier work showing a memory benefit for focused compared

to non-focused items (e.g. Benatar and Clifton, 2014; Birch and Garnsey, 1995; Cutler and Fodor, 1979;

Fraundorf et al., 2010; Johns et al., 2014; Sauermann et al., 2013; Sturt et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2011; Ward

and Sturt, 2007; Yang et al., 2017). The current findings extend this earlier work to a within-item design:
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answers also receive a memory benefit compared to questions within the same dialogues. This confirms that

focus effects on memory are isolable to the specific item in focus.

Experiment 3 also shows a clear replication of the speaker benefit effect shown in earlier work: a

memory advantage for self-produced speech over other-produced speech even in a conversational context. This

finding is attributable to a combination of two established effects in the memory for language literature.

Generating labels for items, rather than reading or hearing them, creates a memory benefit known as the

generation effect (Bertsch et al., 2007; Dew and Mulligan, 2008; Slamecka and Graf, 1978; Zormpa et al.,

2019a,b), while producing words aloud, rather than saying them silently, creates a memory benefit known

as the production effect (MacLeod et al., 2010; Ozubko et al., 2014; Zormpa et al., 2019a). In the elicited

conversations in Experiment 3, individuals had to generate as well as produce their responses, enhancing

memory due to both effects. This meant that following earlier work (e.g., Fischer et al., 2015; McKinley

et al., 2017; Yoon et al., 2016; Zormpa et al., 2019a), there was a general speaker benefit such that individuals

tended to remember the item that they spoke about better than the other items. Importantly, our findings

clearly demonstrate that both effects obtain in relatively simple conversations. Previous work has attributed

the generation and production effects to increased item-specific processing (Hunt and McDaniel, 1993) or the

increased distinctiveness of the resulting memory trace (Gardiner and Hampton, 1988; Ozubko et al., 2014). In

other words: the speaker benefit effect likely arises because generation and production both require in-depth

processing of the material to be produced, causing items to be encoded more deeply or with more detail. This

deeper encoding occurs similarly in monologue and in at least some dialogue contexts.

In Experiment 3, we also found that focus moderated the speaker benefit effect. Other-produced words

were remembered better by information-seekers than information-givers, meaning that when an item was in

linguistic focus in the discourse, the speaker benefit effect was weaker. Importantly, the critical interaction

between focus and the speaker benefit effect remained present even when visual attention (indexed by gaze

duration) was accounted for. This suggests that part of what linguistic focus does is enhance the central

processing of an in-focus item. We hypothesize that focus impacts memory via a similar mechanism to

the speaker benefit effect: focus plausibly causes focused materials to be encoded more deeply and with

more detail, leading to improved memory. Our hypothesis then is that both focus and speaking increase

item-specific processing and/or distinctiveness, but that they are not identical phenomena. Future work

examining the relationship between speaking and focus should be done in order to tease out the mechanisms

and representations at play in each phenomenon.

Experiment 3 also tested the connection between gaze duration at encoding and later memory. Gaze

duration, a measure of visual attention to the various objects in each discourse, was increased for focused items,

and gaze duration was in turn reliably associated with memory performance. This replicates patterns shown
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in earlier work (Birch and Rayner, 1997; Benatar and Clifton, 2014; Lowder and Gordon, 2015). The speaker

benefit effect was largest for items receiving relatively little visual attention. However, while gaze duration

supported memory performance, it did not fully account for the speaker benefit and focus effects. Self-produced

items with short gaze durations were still remembered quite well, and even when controlling for gaze duration,

focus still affected the speaker benefit effect. Differences between patterns of visual attention and linguistic

focus are important to consider in light of the difference between peripheral and central attention, which are

often conflated in psycholinguistic research. While visual attention, which is a form of peripheral attention,

is strongly associated with central attention (see Peterson et al., 2004), peripheral and central attention are

disassociable under the right conditions (see e.g. Johnston et al., 1995; Posner, 1980). Dissociations between

visual attention and focus, like those shown in the current study, can therefore inform the field about how

peripheral and central aspects of attention are used in language, how language requires integration of multiple

sources of attention, and how higher-level cognition informs psycholinguistic processes.

Methodologically speaking, the results of these three experiments are important in highlighting sim-

ilarities and differences between single-person and dyadic studies. The finding that speaker roles and focus

influence memory for conversations highlights the importance of studying true dyads in psycholinguistics.

Unlike natural conversations which generally involve two speakers, psycholinguistic studies of dialogue often

involve one speaker who is responsible for ‘achieving’ the goal of a trial, and a passive listener. This work

demonstrates the need for studies where both (or all) speakers in a conversation have an active role to play:

not only does this better approximate natural conversation in the lab, but the findings from Experiment 3

show that speaker roles have implications for what is remembered and produced during the experiment. It is

an open question whether the results would generalize to a more complex experimental task (e.g., one in which

objects actually need to be moved, sorted, or otherwise acted upon) or a more complex conversation (e.g., one

that uses more complex utterances or a more complex discourse structure). We leave these as questions for

future research.

The fact that qualitatively similar results obtain in Experiment 1 (passive listening) and Experiment 3

(active conversational participation) shows that linguistic focus in communication remains important regardless

of whether there is an active conversational partner in the lab. However, quantitative differences in the size of

the focus effect do emerge when comparing the two experiments directly. To test this question, we included

Experiment as a predictor in versions of the two analyses described in Experiment 1 that were run on the foils,

unrelated items, and other-mentioned items in both experiments; Experiment was contrast-coded as (E1: -0.5,

E3: 0.5) and the analyses included random intercepts for Item and Participant, and random slopes by Item

and Participant of the target-foil or question-answer contrast. The first model investigated whether the rate

of ‘Yes’ memory responses to targets and foils differed by experiment. In this model, there was a reliable main
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effect of the target-foil contrast and a reliable interaction between the target-foil contrast and experiment. The

second model investigated whether there were differences in memory accuracy for questions versus answers

across experiments. In this model, there was again a reliable main effect of the question-answer contrast and

a reliable interaction between the question-answer contrast and experiment. Combined, these analyses show

that foils (E1: 19% E3: 19%) and questions (E1: 34%, E3: 34%) received identical rates of ‘Yes’ responses

across experiments, but that Experiment 3 showed a reduced rate of ‘Yes’ responses for unmentioned items

(E1: 30%, E3: 24%) and an increased rate of ‘Yes’ responses for answers (E1: 40%, E3: 44%). The interactive

context in Experiment 3 therefore served to emphasize information that was most in focus (the answers) and

de-emphasize the information that was least in focus (the unmentioned items). Importantly, this penalty for

unmentioned items holds in Experiment 3 despite the fact that the speaker benefit effect did not significantly

modulate memory of the unmentioned items. Therefore, while linguistic focus matters even for overheard

conversation, active participation as a listener or a speaker strengthens its effects. Dyadic experiments might

be particularly well-suited then to examine smaller or more subtle effects of linguistic focus in the future.

Finally, the eye-tracking data in Experiment 3 show a potentially interesting point of comparison

between dyadic and single-participant studies. Eye-tracking is frequently used in both language comprehen-

sion (Cooper, 1974; Altmann and Kamide, 2007, 1999) and production research (Griffin and Bock, 2000;

Ganushchak et al., 2014; Gleitman et al., 2007; Konopka and Meyer, 2014; Van de Velde et al., 2014). The

main purpose of collecting eye-tracking data in this study was to investigate the link between visual attention

and linguistic focus, as discussed above. However, we also note that the temporal dynamics of visual atten-

tion, speaking, and listening (as highlighted in Figure 4) show compellingly similar patterns to those shown

in single-participant studies: speakers attend to objects before producing their names, and listeners attend to

objects after hearing their names. This suggests that eye-tracking two participants simultaneously in a con-

versation is a plausible method for future psycholinguistic research. Using this dyadic eye-tracking technique

in varied experimental contexts could experimentally investigate the cognitive alignment between speakers in

dialogues, testing some of the key premises of Pickering and Garrod (2004) or Dell and Chang (2014). This

methodology might also prove useful to directly show whether the factors that enhance advance planning for

speakers (for instance Ganushchak et al., 2014; Gleitman et al., 2007; Konopka and Meyer, 2014; Van de Velde

et al., 2014) also enhance prediction for listeners (for instance Altmann and Kamide, 1999; Heyselaar et al.,

2021; Hintz et al., 2017; Spivey et al., 2002).

We end with some comments about the utterances elicited in this study and a suggestion for further

work. As we noted in the Introduction, we decided to use question-answer pairs to elicit focus because questions

are far more common in spontaneous conversation than clefts, which have been often studied in the linguistic

literature on focus. We suggest that future experimental work on memory for conversation should also be
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guided by consideration of the words and structures that actually appear with some frequency in spoken

language. This means that the experimental work should go hand-in-hand with corpus analyses. Future work

in this vein – i.e. work studying experimentally the kind of language speakers use in everyday conversation –

would situate basic research on memory and language within real-world conversation. It may therefore have

direct implications for understanding how the specific language used affects social interactions, judgement, and

decision making (see e.g. Brown-Schmidt and Benjamin, 2018 for a discussion of memory for conversations in

legal contexts.)

6 Conclusions

This work makes important advances to the understanding of what people remember from their conversations.

Answers, which are in focus, were remembered better than questions that elicited them whether presented in an

overheard conversation or in an active conversation. Speakers also remembered what they produced better than

words produced by another speaker, and the difference between self-produced and other-produced information

was greater when the participant was providing the answer rather than asking the question. Both patterns

were supported by increased visual attention to objects that were used as answers and were self-produced,

though visual attention did not account for the full memory benefit from focus or from speaking. Focus and

the act of speaking therefore change what we attend to, what we encode, and what we later remember from

conversations.
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Supplementary Materials

Below are the stimuli sets in the present and the following chapter. Agr. refers to naming agreement rate, L

refers to length (measured) in letters, Fam refers to familiarity, VC refers to visual complexity (measured in

file size), WF refers to word frequency (log10), and Db refers to Database or the source of the images. Most

of the images come from the BOSS database (Brodeur et al., 2010, 2014) (BS; 322). Additional pictures come

from Moreno-Mart́ınez and Montoro (2012) (MM; 26) and from Wikimedia Commons (WC; 26). The rest

come from the UCSD Vision and Memory lab stimuli resources: from Brady et al. (2008) (B08; 4) and from

the exemplar section of Brady et al. (2013) (B13; 2), from the Pixabay website (PB;3) and from the Maxpixel

website (MP;1).

ID Filename Dutch AgrL FamVC WFDb

01 accordion01.jpg accordeon 0.739 4.2670908 1.72BS

02 acousticguitar02.jpg gitaar 1.006 4.5237099 2.70BS

03 africanelephant.jpg olifant 1.007 4.4854268 2.72BS

04 almond.jpg amandelen 0.879 4.3064284 1.86BS

05 aluminiumfoil.jpg aluminiumfolie 0.80144.7937394 1.42BS

06 anchor.jpg anker 1.005 4.2042072 2.34BS

07 ant.jpg mier 0.934 4.6243698 2.05BS

08 antlers.jpg gewei 0.945 4.0243056 1.72BS

10 apple07.jpg appel 1.005 4.6054331 2.65BS

12 apron.jpg schort 1.006 4.5760088 2.09BS

13 aquarium.jpg aquarium 1.008 4.2960477 2.10BS

14 arm.jpg arm 0.933 4.9328827 3.54BS

15 armchair02.jpg stoel 0.875 4.6263967 3.35BS

16 arrow02.jpg pijl 0.734 4.2435143 2.49BS

18 asparagus.jpg asperges 0.738 4.0043074 1.59BS

19 atm.jpg pinautomaat 0.87114.7150180 1.60BS

20 avocado01.jpg avocado 1.007 4.3060193 1.38BS

21 axe01.jpg bijl 0.934 3.7034824 2.61BS

23 balloon01b.jpg ballon 0.936 4.4050674 2.37BS

24 banana01.jpg banaan 1.006 4.7032920 2.37BS

25 bandaid01.jpg pleister 0.938 3.9045594 2.03BS

26 barbedwire01.jpg prikkeldraad 0.95124.0579475 2.11BS
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28 barrel01.jpg ton 0.933 4.1456318 2.78BS

29 basketball01.jpg basketbal 0.879 4.7985071 2.59BS

32 battery02b.jpg batterij 1.008 4.6049647 2.47BS

34 bed.jpg bed 1.003 4.8045879 4.02BS

35 belt.jpg riem 1.004 4.4035757 2.79BS

36 bib.jpg slabbetje 0.939 3.8083348 1.23BS

37 frisbee.jpg frisbee 0.957 4.4051568 1.91BS

38 bikepump01.jpg fietspomp 0.939 4.5233233 0.70BS

39 binoculars01b.jpg verrekijker 1.00114.0053252 2.09BS

40 bleachers.jpg tribune 0.927 4.4358330 2.08BS

42 book01b.jpg boek 0.934 4.5035040 3.82BS

43 boot02b.jpg laars 1.005 4.4049740 2.26BS

44 bow.jpg boog 1.004 4.2043029 2.57BS

45 bowlingball.jpg bowlingbal 1.00104.4364764 1.34BS

46 bowlingpin.jpg kegel 0.805 4.4630315 1.30BS

47 bowrake.jpg hark 0.974 4.4834167 1.83BS

48 bowtie.jpg strik 0.875 4.5546424 1.95BS

49 bracelet01.jpg armband 0.937 3.4047155 2.44BS

52 bridge.jpg brug 0.934 4.5236709 3.29BS

53 broccoli01a.jpg broccoli 1.008 4.7051248 2.07BS

54 broom01.jpg bezem 1.005 4.3037083 2.22BS

55 bucket01a.jpg emmer 0.935 3.9052470 2.47BS

56 bull.jpg stier 0.925 4.2749807 2.62BS

57 bullet.jpg kogel 0.935 4.0742743 3.28BS

59 bus.jpg bus 0.803 4.6962965 3.45BS

60 button01.jpg knoop 1.005 4.4045276 2.62BS

61 cactus.jpg cactus 1.006 4.1455452 1.90BS

62 calculator01.jpg rekenmachine 0.93124.3048238 1.42BS

63 calendar.jpg kalender 1.008 4.7449586 2.17BS

64 candle08b.jpg kaars 1.005 4.3038590 2.41BS

65 cane.jpg wandelstok 0.67103.5033439 1.54BS

66 cannon.jpg kanon 1.005 4.2647925 2.43BS

68 car.jpg auto 1.004 4.5759500 4.30BS
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69 carrot01.jpg wortel 0.876 4.4042292 2.43BS

70 cashregister01.jpg kassa 1.005 4.4852974 2.52BS

71 cat.jpg kat 0.923 4.4867584 3.36BS

74 cherry01.jpg kersen 0.936 4.6749217 2.02BS

76 chimney.jpg schoorsteen 1.00114.3866291 2.28BS

78 cigar.jpg sigaar 0.936 4.1242249 2.63BS

80 clothespin03b.jpg wasknijper 0.93104.3037415 0.30BS

81 cloud.jpg wolk 1.004 4.7436117 2.38BS

83 coatrack.jpg kapstok 1.007 4.5530473 1.51BS

84 cobra.jpg slang 1.005 4.0545781 2.98BS

85 coconut.jpg kokosnoot 0.939 3.9093013 1.88BS

86 coffeebean.jpg koffiebonen 0.93114.3061186 1.20BS

87 comb02a.jpg kam 0.933 4.4050754 2.37BS

88 computerkeyboard02.jpgtoetsenbord 0.87114.7051788 1.69BS

89 computermouse06.jpg muis 0.734 4.8044456 2.69BS

90 cookie01.jpg koekje 1.006 4.4058403 2.55BS

91 cork02.jpg kurk 0.934 4.3364307 1.86BS

92 corkboard.jpg prikbord 1.008 4.5275407 1.45BS

93 cow.jpg koe 1.003 4.7145178 2.91BS

94 crab01.jpg krab 0.874 4.1247554 2.23BS

95 crocodile.jpg krokodil 0.878 4.0733126 2.33BS

96 croissant01.jpg croissant 1.009 4.5064233 1.42BS

97 cross01.jpg kruis 0.925 4.5535582 2.96BS

98 crown.jpg kroon 1.005 4.4381444 2.80BS

99 cd.jpg cd 0.832 4.7061627 2.58BS

101curtain.jpg gordijn 1.007 4.7646504 2.29BS

102daddylonglegs.jpg spin 1.004 4.3337865 2.53BS

103dartboard.jpg dartbord 0.978 4.461122430.70BS

104dice05a.jpg dobbelsteen 1.00114.5046212 1.51BS

105discoball.jpg discobal 0.868 4.5599149 0.70BS

106dishsoap.jpg afwasmiddel 1.00114.4036080 1.04BS

108doghouse.jpg hondenhok 0.939 4.5052350 1.54BS

110dolphin01.jpg dolfijn 1.007 4.4842771 1.92BS
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111donut.jpg donut 1.005 4.7446832 2.29BS

113doorhandle.jpg deurklink 1.009 4.7851170 0.95BS

114doorlock.jpg slot 0.894 3.9065230 3.36BS

115dreamcatcher.jpg dromenvanger 0.92124.0549194 0.85BS

117drumset.jpg drumstel 1.008 4.7164091 1.83BS

118duck.jpg eend 1.004 4.5044603 2.60BS

119ear.jpg oor 0.933 4.9538691 3.04BS

120eggplant.jpg aubergine 1.009 4.0034263 1.49BS

121elbow.jpg elleboog 0.938 4.9036146 2.16BS

122endive.jpg witlof 0.876 3.7041816 0.78BS

123englishcucumber.jpg komkommer 1.009 4.7432059 1.77BS

124envelope03a.jpg envelop 0.937 4.6032026 2.44BS

125eraser.jpg gum 1.003 4.3043857 1.34BS

126escalator.jpg roltrap 0.937 4.8151583 1.61BS

127eye.jpg oog 1.003 4.9049189 3.48BS

128fan.jpg ventilator 0.80104.2053193 2.05BS

129faucet.jpg kraan 0.955 4.7153354 2.45BS

130feather03a.jpg veer 1.004 3.9031960 2.18BS

131fence02.jpg hek 0.933 4.3852813 3.00BS

132fingerprint.jpg vingerafdruk 0.93124.6970570 2.28BS

133flag.jpg vlag 0.934 4.2135789 2.89BS

134flamingo.jpg flamingo 1.008 4.4338792 1.83BS

135flashlight02b.jpg zaklamp 0.937 4.3034581 2.35BS

136foot.jpg voet 0.734 4.8133783 3.35BS

138fork03c.jpg vork 1.004 4.6036600 2.36BS

139frenchfries.jpg friet 0.935 4.9349680 2.17BS

140fridge.jpg koelkast 0.938 4.8837290 2.81BS

141funnel.jpg trechter 1.008 4.6333083 1.38BS

142garbagecan02.jpg prullenbak 0.73104.5744869 1.79BS

143garlic01a.jpg knoflook 1.008 4.6052212 2.29BS

144gift01.jpg cadeau 1.006 4.7164931 3.11BS

146giraffe.jpg giraffe 1.007 4.4347177 1.75BS

147glass02a.jpg beker 0.875 4.6035941 2.59BS
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148glasses01a.jpg bril 1.004 4.3046926 3.03BS

151granolabar01.jpg mueslireep 0.92104.7470862 0.48BS

153grater01a.jpg rasp 0.804 4.3055773 0.85BS

154greatwhiteshark.jpg haai 0.934 4.3336493 2.62BS

155greywolf.jpg wolf 0.954 4.2459184 2.95BS

156grizzly.jpg beer 0.894 4.4088737 3.05BS

158hairdryer02a.jpg föhn 0.874 4.2039008 1.38BS

160hammer01.jpg hamer 1.005 4.2033757 2.57BS

161hand01b.jpg hand 1.004 4.9342833 3.94BS

162handcuffs.jpg handboeien 0.93104.4860747 2.66BS

163handfan01b.jpg waaier 0.866 3.7069687 1.66BS

164hanger02a.jpg kleerhanger 0.73114.5044033 1.30BS

166headphones02b.jpg koptelefoon 0.93114.4051816 1.96BS

167helicopter.jpg helikopter 1.00104.2440784 2.98BS

168helmet.jpg helm 0.804 3.5746896 2.69BS

169hen.jpg kip 1.003 4.4355201 3.22BS

170hinge.jpg scharnier 0.939 3.4055660 1.11BS

171hippopotamus.jpg nijlpaard 0.929 4.2453136 1.87BS

172horse.jpg paard 1.005 4.4546055 3.56BS

173horseshoe.jpg hoefijzer 0.929 3.9859722 1.51BS

174hourglass.jpg zandloper 1.009 3.8035630 1.72BS

175humanskeleton.jpg skelet 1.006 4.7146632 2.10BS

176humanskull.jpg schedel 0.807 4.4357294 2.80BS

177icecreamcone01a.jpg ijshoorntje 0.67114.2040215 0.48BS

178iceskate.jpg schaats 0.737 4.0051037 1.46BS

179iron01b.jpg strijkijzer 0.73114.4043835 1.51BS

180ironingboard01.jpg strijkplank 0.80114.5238894 0.95BS

181jackrabbit.jpg konijn 0.736 4.4363998 2.92BS

182jar03.jpg pot 0.803 3.9040081 3.13BS

183jellyfish.jpg kwal 0.974 3.7142222 1.90BS

184kangaroo.jpg kangoeroe 1.009 4.2141275 1.84BS

185key01.jpg sleutel 1.007 4.6045661 3.55BS

186kite.jpg vlieger 1.007 4.4340450 2.22BS
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187kiwi03.jpg kiwi 1.004 4.7150947 1.46BS

188knee.jpg knie 1.004 4.9337714 2.65BS

189knife03.jpg mes 0.933 4.8127852 3.31BS

190ladder.jpg ladder 1.006 4.6035927 2.63BS

191ladybug03.jpg lieveheersbeestje 0.93174.6945823 1.28BS

193laptop01a.jpg laptop 0.936 4.6044118 2.41BS

194laundrybasket01a.jpg wasmand 1.007 4.6252681 1.60BS

195lawnmower.jpg grasmaaier 0.92104.5552207 1.91BS

196leaf02a.jpg blad 0.934 4.4033676 2.69BS

197leek.jpg prei 1.004 3.8038202 1.11BS

198lemon02.jpg citroen 1.007 4.6038972 2.36BS

199lettuce.jpg sla 0.873 4.6062503 3.56BS

200lifejacket.jpg reddingsvest 0.73124.0065499 1.69BS

201lighter01.jpg aansteker 1.009 4.2039461 2.40BS

202lighthouse.jpg vuurtoren 1.009 4.1039450 2.17BS

203lion.jpg leeuw 1.005 4.4047623 2.81BS

204lipstick02a.jpg lippenstift 0.73114.1029513 2.45BS

205lollipop01.jpg lolly 1.005 4.7634652 1.86BS

207magneticcompass.jpg kompas 0.956 4.3168714 2.30BS

208magnifyingglass01b.jpg vergrootglas 0.80123.8334601 1.53BS

209mailbox02.jpg brievenbus 0.93104.6936569 2.27BS

210marble.jpg knikker 0.947 4.3252109 1.79BS

211mascarabrush.jpg mascara 0.877 4.2028738 1.76BS

212masquerademask01.jpg masker 0.896 4.1753166 2.93BS

213match.jpg lucifer 1.007 4.4027371 2.45BS

214mattress.jpg matras 1.006 4.8642676 2.35BS

215medal02b.jpg medaille 1.008 3.8060975 2.65BS

216microphone01.jpg microfoon 1.009 4.6040963 2.66BS

217microscope.jpg microscoop 0.87103.8040648 1.93BS

218microwave.jpg magnetron 1.009 4.6943203 2.18BS

219mirror02.jpg spiegel 1.007 4.5239928 3.08BS

221monarchbutterfly.jpg vlinder 1.007 4.6282108 2.43BS

222moon.jpg maan 0.874 4.3748119 3.27BS
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224mousetrap.jpg muizenval 0.979 3.3051992 1.52BS

225mug05.jpg mok 0.933 4.8842521 1.70BS

226mushroom01.jpg champignon 1.00104.6045081 1.15BS

227nailclipper03b.jpg nagelknipper 0.87124.4048971 0.85BS

228nailpolish03b.jpg nagellak 1.008 4.1042763 1.87BS

229necklace.jpg ketting 1.007 4.2035994 2.92BS

233onion.jpg ui 1.002 4.6048034 2.01BS

234orange.jpg sinaasappel 0.86114.7073524 1.89BS

235ostrich.jpg struisvogel 1.00113.9841991 1.23BS

236pacifier02d.jpg speen 0.935 3.8049650 1.23BS

237paintbrush01.jpg kwast 0.805 4.1033119 1.88BS

239panda.jpg panda 0.735 4.5545433 1.63BS

240paperclip03.jpg paperclip 0.879 4.5048584 1.46BS

241diaper01c.jpg luier 0.925 3.5655791 2.21BS

242parkfountain.jpg fontein 0.977 4.4367290 2.24BS

243parrot01.jpg papegaai 0.938 4.1049518 2.16BS

244peacock.jpg pauw 1.004 4.1963447 1.63BS

245peanut01.jpg pinda 1.005 4.2044515 1.97BS

246pear01.jpg peer 1.004 4.5040784 1.94BS

247pen04b.jpg pen 0.933 4.8032045 2.98BS

248pencil01.jpg potlood 1.007 4.7031695 2.38BS

249pencilsharpener02a.jpg puntenslijper 0.87134.3055869 0.30BS

251pepper04a.jpg paprika 1.007 4.6047323 1.77BS

252perfume01a.jpg parfum 0.876 4.2050340 2.68BS

253photocopier.jpg printer 0.677 4.5248296 1.60BS

254pickle01a.jpg augurk 0.946 4.2658124 1.78BS

255pig.jpg varken 1.006 4.3646207 3.03BS

256pigeon.jpg duif 1.004 4.5044327 2.37BS

257pill.jpg pil 0.803 4.0042008 2.61BS

258pillow01a.jpg kussen 1.006 4.4041659 3.30BS

259pineapple01a.jpg ananas 1.006 4.5065635 2.05BS

260pizza.jpg pizza 1.005 4.4079220 3.03BS

262plate01b.jpg bord 0.934 4.6027927 3.08BS
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264potato02b.jpg aardappel 1.009 4.5054525 2.17BS

265pumpkin.jpg pompoen 1.007 4.7158482 2.04BS

266puzzlepiece.jpg puzzelstuk 1.00104.3051951 0.30BS

269radiator.jpg verwarming 0.67104.3872251 2.34BS

270raspberry01.jpg framboos 0.878 4.7050047 1.11BS

271razor01.jpg scheermes 1.009 4.3037721 2.14BS

272redfox.jpg vos 0.973 4.2468340 2.52BS

273remotecontrol04.jpg afstandsbediening0.87174.4039627 2.42BS

274rhinoceros02.jpg neushoorn 1.009 4.2959170 2.04BS

275rice.jpg rijst 1.005 4.5041025 2.60BS

276ring01.jpg ring 1.004 4.3046958 3.36BS

277road02.jpg weg 0.873 4.7938963 4.81BS

278rock01a.jpg steen 0.935 4.1060084 3.19BS

279rollingpin01a.jpg deegroller 0.93103.8030742 0.70BS

280rope03.jpg touw 1.004 3.9046827 3.06BS

281rose.jpg roos 1.004 4.7143371 2.71BS

282ruins.jpg rüınes 0.736 3.4954599 2.01BS

283ruler04.jpg liniaal 0.937 4.4028977 1.40BS

284safe.jpg kluis 1.005 4.2637083 3.19BS

285safetypin.jpg veiligheidsspeld 0.67164.2033952 1.04BS

286saltshaker03a.jpg zout 0.734 4.7637247 2.83BS

287sandal.jpg sandaal 1.007 4.3061789 1.04BS

288sandcastle.jpg zandkasteel 1.00114.3658132 1.11BS

289sausage.jpg worst 1.005 4.2438992 2.59BS

290saw02b.jpg zaag 1.004 3.7033996 2.19BS

291saxophone.jpg saxofoon 0.938 4.1952052 1.64BS

292scale01a.jpg weegschaal 1.00104.1044620 1.91BS

293scarf.jpg sjaal 1.005 4.5046601 2.37BS

294scissors01.jpg schaar 1.006 4.5031110 2.45BS

295scooter.jpg step 1.004 4.4339405 1.38BS

296scorpion.jpg schorpioen 0.87103.9342007 2.13BS

297screwdriver04b.jpg schroevendraaier 1.00164.1033785 1.99BS

298seal.jpg zeehond 1.007 4.3635679 1.42BS
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299seashell01.jpg schelp 0.866 4.0057100 1.78BS

300sewingmachine01a.jpg naaimachine 1.00113.9046416 1.26BS

301sheep.jpg schaap 1.006 4.4369426 2.46BS

302shoelace.jpg veter 0.875 4.3037998 1.77BS

303shoppingcart.jpg winkelwagen 0.87114.711005481.20BS

304shoulder.jpg schouder 0.808 4.9344511 2.91BS

305shovel01.jpg schep 1.005 4.7130499 2.31BS

306sink.jpg wasbak 0.676 4.8136738 1.72BS

307skateboard.jpg skateboard 1.00104.5231162 1.91BS

311smokingpipe.jpg pijp 0.874 4.1034145 2.78BS

313snowman.jpg sneeuwpop 1.009 4.6244235 1.68BS

315sock01a.jpg sok 0.933 4.5048826 2.14BS

317spatula03.jpg spatel 0.936 4.4032073 1.32BS

318spiderweb.jpg spinnenweb 0.92104.7474968 1.34BS

320spoon01.jpg lepel 1.005 4.6030733 2.34BS

321springroll.jpg loempia 1.007 4.5943289 1.40BS

322squirrel.jpg eekhoorn 0.928 4.6949779 2.42BS

324stapler03a.jpg nietmachine 1.00114.5033614 1.53BS

325starfish01.jpg zeester 1.007 3.6069191 1.23BS

326statue.jpg standbeeld 0.93103.6748120 2.31BS

327steeringwheel.jpg stuur 0.935 4.7653253 3.70BS

328stool01.jpg kruk 1.004 4.6747507 2.05BS

329straw.jpg rietje 1.006 3.7037879 2.06BS

330strawberry.jpg aardbei 1.007 4.6059335 1.84BS

331suitcase.jpg koffer 0.936 4.2051557 3.17BS

332suitofarmor.jpg harnas 0.836 3.9885964 2.33BS

334surfboard.jpg surfplank 0.809 3.6138114 1.57BS

336swing.jpg schommel 1.008 4.6131500 1.85BS

338syringe02.jpg spuit 0.875 3.5145628 2.63BS

339table01.jpg tafel 1.005 4.7941901 3.56BS

340tank.jpg tank 0.734 4.3144011 2.93BS

341teabag.jpg theezakje 0.879 4.4036577 0.95BS

342tent.jpg tent 1.004 4.4551976 3.25BS
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343thermometer02b.jpg thermometer 0.87114.1037771 1.76BS

344tie02.jpg stropdas 0.878 4.6436063 2.29BS

345tiger02.jpg tijger 0.936 4.3652159 2.71BS

346tire.jpg band 0.674 4.6250392 3.54BS

347toaster01.jpg broodrooster 0.93124.5044457 2.03BS

348tomato01.jpg tomaat 1.006 4.7045211 2.12BS

349tombstone.jpg grafsteen 0.929 4.4344915 1.96BS

350toothbrush03b.jpg tandenborstel 1.00134.7040434 2.26BS

351tortoise01.jpg schildpad 0.949 4.2667239 2.28BS

354trampoline.jpg trampoline 1.00104.4040355 1.53BS

355tray.jpg dienblad 0.938 3.4057572 1.74BS

356treadmill.jpg loopband 0.938 4.6751846 1.20BS

357tree.jpg boom 0.874 4.6975722 3.36BS

359tulip02.jpg tulp 0.804 4.4039409 1.34BS

360tweezers02a.jpg pincet 0.936 4.3031806 1.60BS

361umbrella04.jpg paraplu 1.007 4.5035263 2.18BS

362uprightpiano01.jpg piano 1.005 4.6758372 2.79BS

363usbkey.jpg usb-stick 0.809 4.2049500 0.85BS

364vacuumcleaner01.jpg stofzuiger 1.00104.5031138 2.03BS

365vase01.jpg vaas 1.004 3.7034188 2.30BS

366violin.jpg viool 0.935 3.6045816 2.28BS

367wallclock.jpg klok 1.004 4.6759570 3.02BS

369walnut01c.jpg walnoot 0.877 4.2060575 1.51BS

370watch02a.jpg horloge 1.007 4.4044440 3.09BS

371waterfall.jpg waterval 0.978 4.1478885 2.25BS

372wateringcan.jpg gieter 1.006 3.9040685 1.18BS

373weight01.jpg gewicht 0.677 3.8044254 2.88BS

374wheelbarrow01.jpg kruiwagen 0.949 4.4147337 1.75BS

375wheelchair.jpg rolstoel 1.008 4.5266000 2.56BS

376windmill.jpg molen 0.805 4.3357445 2.30BS

377windshieldwiper02.jpg ruitenwisser 0.86124.3235196 1.30BS

379woodboard.jpg plank 0.935 3.8037252 2.69BS

380woodenshoe.jpg klomp 1.005 3.0338515 1.60BS
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381worldmap.jpg wereldkaart 0.80114.7669769 0.78BS

383zebra.jpg zebra 0.935 4.4051331 2.13BS

384zipper.jpg rits 1.004 4.8338486 2.28BS

09 Apenguin2.jpg pingüın 0.937 4.0044758 2.03B08

145gingerroot.jpg gember 0.736 4.0056443 1.53B08

310slide.jpg glijbaan 0.878 4.5051116 1.36B08

312snail.jpg slak 1.004 3.8835637 2.02B08

22 backpack e2 s1.jpg rugzak 0.806 4.3831295 2.52B13

220mixer e1 s1.jpg mixer 0.675 3.3828413 1.65B13

230newspapers.jpg kranten 1.007 4.0061695 2.96MP

27 barn owl.jpg uil 1.003 3.7543726 2.14MM

30 bat.jpg vleermuis 1.009 3.5033901 2.15MM

31 bathrobe.jpg badjas 0.936 4.0038651 2.00MM

41 bone.jpg bot 1.003 3.3822348 2.80MM

50 brain.jpg hersenen 0.738 3.8849450 3.19MM

67 cap.jpg pet 0.933 3.3830980 2.76MM

72 cauliflower.jpg bloemkool 1.009 4.5060186 1.40MM

75 chess.jpg schaakbord 0.67104.1351441 1.38MM

77 church.jpg kerk 0.874 3.5059732 3.54MM

82 coat.jpg jas 0.673 3.0038194 3.32MM

109doll.jpg pop 0.933 3.0043973 3.02MM

149glove.jpg handschoen 1.00103.6343184 2.47MM

152grapes.jpg druiven 0.877 4.7556937 2.26MM

165harp.jpg harp 1.004 3.3843650 1.92MM

192lamp.jpg lamp 0.934 3.7533449 2.78MM

231nose.jpg neus 1.004 4.8841319 3.49MM

250pendants.jpg oorbellen 1.009 3.2538671 2.34MM

261plane.jpg vliegtuig 1.009 4.6328071 3.59MM

263pot.jpg pan 0.803 4.5045401 2.61MM

267pyramid.jpg piramide 0.878 1.8839139 2.09MM

268racket.jpg tennisracket 0.80124.3846046 1.00MM

308skirt.jpg rok 1.003 3.0036567 2.50MM

316sofa.jpg bank 1.004 4.7545236 3.60MM
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333sunflower.jpg zonnebloem 1.00104.3859612 1.34MM

337sword.jpg zwaard 0.876 3.3828644 3.21MM

358trousers.jpg broek 1.005 4.5035613 3.47MM

33 beanie.jpg muts 1.004 3.6370333 2.29PB

73 cheese.jpg kaas 1.004 4.0057423 3.00PB

137football.jpg voetbal 0.937 4.8842195 2.75PB

11 applepie.jpg appeltaart 0.87104.0087580 2.06WC

17 ashtray.jpg asbak 0.935 3.5069122 2.13WC

51 bread.jpg brood 1.005 3.8891837 3.17WC

58 burger.jpg hamburger 0.879 4.3869160 2.58WC

79 cigarette.jpg sigaret 1.007 3.5026529 3.09WC

100cupcake.jpg cupcake 0.877 4.3855546 1.08WC

107dog.jpg hond 1.004 4.5038899 3.87WC

112door.jpg deur 1.004 3.8841623 4.03WC

116dress.jpg jurk 1.004 3.7598455 3.39WC

150goat.jpg geit 0.734 3.6346530 2.55WC

157gum.jpg kauwgom 0.937 2.5040601 2.41WC

159hair straightener.jpg stijltang 0.879 3.0033563 1.11WC

206magazine.jpg tijdschrift 0.67112.1384438 2.63WC

223motorcycle.jpg scooter 0.807 3.5056825 2.33WC

232olives.jpg olijven 1.007 3.1338543 2.01WC

238painting.jpg schilderij 1.00102.7569877 2.97WC

309sleeping bag.jpg slaapzak 1.008 3.5063855 1.85WC

314soap.jpg zeep 0.934 2.3832062 2.79WC

319sponge.jpg spons 1.005 3.5091840 2.04WC

323stamp.jpg postzegel 1.009 2.8892248 1.87WC

335sushi.jpg sushi 1.005 4.0042182 2.22WC

352traffic light.jpg stoplicht 0.879 4.8833409 1.86WC

353train.jpg trein 1.005 5.0038889 3.51WC

368wallet.jpg portemonnee 1.00114.6347446 2.74WC

378wine.jpg wijn 0.874 3.7533601 3.42WC

382yogurt.jpg yoghurt 0.877 2.7555733 1.98WC
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